
  

 
ART pArTiEs, Team Buildings, and  
CREATIVE BREAKTHROUGHS! 
 
 
 
 

 
ARTbar Contact: 
Nicole Steiman, Creativity Coach 
207 N. Broadway, Underground B6, 
Santa Ana Artists Village, 92701 
714-558-2445;  www.theARTbar.net 
 

 

Urban Art Painting is a hip, expressive method of 
painting that is different from your ordinary Paint Party . . .  
 

With Urban Art Painting, EVERYBODY is an ARTIST! 
 

 

Urban Art Parties are perfect for those teams that: 
 

• Don’t want their finished painting to look like everybody else’s 
• Want their paintings to look wall-worthy, not like a student’s 
• Are ready for a creative and fun experience that doesn’t 

remind them of elementary school! 
  

With Urban Art Painting: 
 

• We paint in layers, like experienced painters do, giving 
colors a richness and texture that flat painting cannot. 

• We focus on the PROCESS of painting, which is essential 
for adding MEANING into the art we make, and truly 
LOVING (not just liking) our paintings!  

• We have FUN as we learn to let go of control, take risks, 
solve problems, and see our painting EMERGE from the unique marks that we make! 

• We rotate from station-to-station, mixing and mingling with each other, rather than sitting 
in one spot, school-style.  

 
The result?  That depends on YOU, as you move through our unique 
step-by-step process. Many artists like to stop with the background, 
creating an abstract representation of their experience at The ARTbar. 
And some artists choose to add an additional layer of images or collage 
elements. We have an amazing variety of options and supplies to play with 
to make your canvas your own! 
 

Disclaimer:  Have no fear! NO artistic skill is required!!  
We guide you step-by-step through our unique process as you create your 
layers and see your painting emerge.  Often, first-time painters have the 

biggest breakthroughs! 
 
 

For a great follow-up event, create a department exhibit with your unique paintings! 
Special Pricing through December 2016:  $40 per person (minimum 10 people) 


